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1. Adoption of Agenda

2. Minutes of the Previous  AGM – November 18, 2019

3. Approval of Audited Statements

4. Appointment of Auditor for 2020-2021

5. Resignation of Board and Introduction of Members Serving Second
Year

6. Appointment of Chairperson

7. Nomination of Board Members

8. Introduction of Scrutineers

9. Election of 6 Directors

10. Refreshments

11. Election Results

12. 2019-2020 Board of Directors to Convene

13. Adjournment of Annual General Meeting

AGENDA
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Registration at 5:30 pm
Doors closed at 6:00 pm with 41 members in
attendance.
Refreshments served at 6:30 pm
Meeting adjourned at 6:30 pm

The Annual General Meeting of Thunderbird Neighbourhood Association was called
to order at 6:00 pm on Monday, November 18, 2019 in Thunderbird Community
Centre by Mike Bradley, President.

Introduction of Julie Cheng (minute taker), Jessica Land (Recreation Manager),
and Jennifer Trach (Community Recreation Supervisor)

Introduction of:
A.      The Agenda
Motion:  To adopt the Agenda {Diane Lord-Cotton }
2nd {Sandra Marino}
Passed

B.      2018 AGM Minutes dated November 19, 2018
Motion:  To accept the 2018 Annual General Meeting
Minutes {Diane Lord-Cotton}
2nd {Sandra Marino}
Passed

C.      Presentation of 2019 Audited Financial
Statements by chartered accountant, Gary Wozny, of Tompkins, Wozny LLP,
translated in Cantonese by Thomas Tai
Motion:  To accept the 2019 Audited Financial Statements {Sandra Marino}
2nd {Ken Costea}
Passed

AGM MINUTES NOV. 18, 2019
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D.      Appointment of Auditor for 2019 - 2020
Motion:  To re-appoint Tompkins, Wozny LLP Chartered Professional Accountants
as Auditor for 2019 – 2020 {Joan Poon}
2nd {Benny Mah}
Passed

E.      Resignation of 6 Board Members serving second year by Mike Bradley,
Board President

F.       Nomination of Board Members:
Benny Mah, stand
Jessica Carias
Joan Poon, stand
Sandra Marino, stand
Iliaz Ali, stand
Thomas Tai, stand

Call for open nominations with no nominations from the floor.

There are 6 candidates running for 6 available two year positions.  Candidates
were elected by acclamation.

G.       Elected Board Members

Directors in 2nd year of 2 year term
(2018-2020)
Mike Bradley. Ken Costea, Sandra Dare, David LaVallee, Charles Leong, Vanessa
Tan

New Directors
(2019-2021)
Iliaz Ali, Jessica Carias, Benny Mah, Sandra Marino, Joan Poon, Thomas Tai

AGM MINUTES NOV. 18, 2019
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H.      Determination of 2019-2020 Executive members to resume from previous
year

President               Mike Bradley, stand
Vice President        Joan Poon, stand
Treasurer               Ken Costea, stand
Secretary               Benny Mah, stand

I.        Refreshments served at 6:30 pm

J.      Adjournment of Annual General Meeting
Motion:  To adjourn the meeting {Peter Mark}
2nd {Susan Mark}
Passed

Adjournment:

The meeting was adjourned at 6:30 pm.  The next Board meeting will be at 5:45
pm for the executive and at 6:25 pm for the Board Members at Large on Monday,
November 23, 2019 at Thunderbird Community Centre.

Minutes submitted by: Julie Cheng
Approved by: Mike Bradley and Benny Mah

AGM MINUTES NOV. 18, 2019
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One of my reasons I enjoy working in recreation is that you never know what to
expect when you arrive at work that day. But 2020 brought new challenges that I
never could imagine and brought significant challenges. 
 
In January and February as media started to cover COVID-19 in other parts of the
world, we began to notice our program numbers drop. Our Chinese New Year’s
celebration was the first event to be cancelled. As of March 16th, the community
centre shut its doors due to COVID 19. This ended our spring break day camps and
our spring programs. Our park board staff went on pay protection and eventually
were temporarily laid off. Key association staff remained working throughout our
closure to move programs like Preschool, Out of School Care and Family Drop in to
a virtual setting. In July, we opened our summer day camp to a limited outdoor
program. We added another layer of programming with outdoor programming in
August which included Family Drop in and Youth Outreach. Then finally in
September we reopened our doors with strict new safety protocols. 
 
I would like to thank the board of directors for their support of association staff
during the COVID closure. The association staff were able to pivot quickly to still
connect with our community during the closure. The association staff created
packages for parents weekly. Parents would then be able to log on through virtual
forums, such as zoom or FaceBook Live to participate in activities using their
supply packages. The connection these staff made were a glimmer of hope in a
very challenging time.

Our first challenge in creating a safety plan was in operating our outdoor day
camp. It was a challenging endeavor as it was so new to everyone and took much
work to get staff trained to a level that they could safely welcome children to
camp. The camp had its challenges, such as weather. It was also exhausting for
staff to set up/take down tents and tables daily. But at the end of the summer, the
staff felt so rewarded by knowing they made a difference in the lives of the
children in our community by offering quality programming in a safe manner.

COMMUINITY RECREATION SUPERVISOR
REPORT
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For the summer we had Rosa Aravena as our Community Youth Worker and
Shannon Antunes as our Recreation Programmer, both experienced Park Board
staff. I thank them for their assistance in getting our outdoor programming off the
ground. In August, Shannon and Rosa returned to their regular sites and Priya Brar
was recalled as Community Youth Worker. Alysha Manhas joined us as our
Recreation Programmer. 
 
Thunderbird saw some staff changes pre-COVID. Jon Johnson, left the
organization in October 2019 and Priya Brar was hired in January to fill the
Community Youth Worker position. Angela Nicholson also left Thunderbird in
February to temporarily fill a vacancy as Community Recreation Coordinator. As
we had these gaps in staffing, Marlon Flores stepped up and lead the areas.
Marlon is a real asset to the community with his knowledge and compassion.

Again, I would like to thank the board of directors for their support of the
community. And I would like to thank the entire staff team. It has been a
challenging year and staff have persevered. Without their dedication, we would
not have been able to reopen our doors in a safe manner. There have been many
bumps along the way but they have stayed focused on wanting to provide
services to our community. It is appreciated by me and the community.

Respectfully submitted by,
Jennifer Trach
Community Recreation Supervisor

COMMUINITY RECREATION SUPERVISOR
REPORT
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Thunderbird Community Centre continues to be a very busy facility providing
quality programs and reducing barriers for community members to participate.
This past year has been an unusual and difficult time with the ongoing pandemic,
having shut down the community centre in mid March. Winter 2020 the youth team
welcomed Priya Brar as our Community Youth Worker and at the same time said
good-bye to Jon (“J.J”) Johnson as he moved to his new role at the City of
Coquitlam. Priya has been insightful and is constantly working hard to continue to
provide youth services throughout this challenging year.

During this Fall 2020 we welcomed Alysha Manhas, who has been fill ing in for
Angela. Alysha previously worked at Douglas Park Community Centre as a
programmer and has excelled in her roll thus far. Moreover, several new
instructors joined the Thunderbird team in the past year to offer new programs
and build on existing programs. 
 
The fitness committee has continued partnerships with community agencies to
provide specialized fitness programming to patrons with high risk health concerns.
The committee has remained focus on the cleanliness of the facility and has
continuously worked towards improving the overall appearance of the facility. The
committee has also introduced several new initiatives in efforts to keep individuals
both safe and free to participate in a healthy lifestyle. 
 
As the Summer Playground did not run this year due to the pandemic, we were
saddened to not have our wonderful summer staff back. On a positive note,
Sunrise Park was home to the Thunderbird Day Camp from July 13th to August
28th. The camp operated with its regular hours from 9:00am to 3:30pm and after
camp from 3:30pm to 5:30pm. “PODS” of 5 camp participant were created for a
ratio of 1 leader to 5 participants with leaders staying with their PODS for the
duration of the week. Physical activities, crafts, and set up were adjusted to
maintain physical distancing. Despite the restriction, our Day Camp staff still
provided an exceptional camp experience. To Aneesh, Shukari, Ruben, Samantha,
Melissa, Omar and Teddy - you all had many roles this summer and Thunderbird
is lucky to have you.

COMMUNITY RECREATION PROGRAMMER
+ COMMUNITY YOUTH WORKER  REPORT
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Youth Council (13-18yrs) had approximately 12 youth attending. Youth Council has
successfully planned and delivered the events bulleted below. They were
responsible for the promotion of the event, set-up and clean-up, decorations,
crafts and games, volunteer recruitment, and food service.

The Thanksgiving dinner was held Friday October 11 from 5:30pm-7:00pm and had
93 individuals registered. Seating took place at 5:30pm, with dinner being served
at 6:00pm. The craft tables set up by youth volunteers included a thankful tree
that was hung up on the multipurpose room wall. The event food was prepped by
Lorraine and assisted by Thunderbird youth volunteers(Y.I.P).
 
The Halloween haunted house was on October 25th 2019, from 5:00pm-8:00pm.
The event was for families with school-aged children. In the haunted house (this
year called “Into the Mind of Madness”) families and friends entered in groups of
4-6, led by two youth. As always, the volunteers were a great highlight. The script
and design for the event were created by our Youth Council. Props were created
by the Y.I.P and Jr Youth Council volunteers. Actors included a combination of both
Y.I.P and Youth Council groups. 
    
Over 70 participants attended the Family Day event held on Saturday, February
15th in the Thunderbird Gymnasium. Similar to the gym configuration during the
Parent and Tot Program, the gym was divided in two. A partial obstacle course
was created and run by the Youth volunteers (Y.I.P). The event was funded by the
BCRPA Family Day grant.
 
Youth Incentive Program YIP(13-18yrs) for the fall season had approximately 45
youth, with about 15 being new youth volunteers to the centre. The majority of the
youth are from Vancouver Technical, and some from Windermere, Lord Byng, and
Tupper. To accommodate for the influx of new volunteers, workshops in October
were focused on volunteer training and orientations. We introduced new
volunteers to old volunteers and encouraged them to become mentors. New
volunteers were given a site tour of the facility and were made familiar of site
policies and procedures. This mentorship and training ensures success for newer
volunteers. 

COMMUNITY RECREATION PROGRAMMER
+ COMMUNITY YOUTH WORKER  REPORT
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CHILL Snowboarding
The CHILL program started in January this year - I was joined by Angela Nicholson
and we had a group of 5 youth who were referred to the program from
Thunderbird Elementary. The CHILL program is a no-cost program that teaches the
youth leadership, teamwork, and resilience through sports. During the weekly rides
to and from the mountain, the CHILL staff/volunteers engaged in activities with the
youth and youth leaders. These activities focused on the core values of the
program. The staff/volunteers excelled in keeping the youth engaged. I witnessed
much growth in the youth over a very short timeframe – not only in regards to
their snowboarding skills, but also in terms of their personal growth, Including:
their willingness to participate in conversations, their resilience, and
persistence.  It was also an amazing experience for me as I had never been
snowboarding prior to this program. 
 
Summer Activities 
This summer looked very different this year due to the current circumstances. We
ran outdoor outreach activities with groups of 10 youth at a time. Some of these
activities included badminton rallying, outdoor work outs, and scavenger hunts.
Any equipment used was frequently sanitized, the majority of youth came out
wearing masks, and they did a great job at keeping their distance from each
other. 
 
Van Tech Secondary Outreach 
Outreach to schools has been limited and external partners aren’t currently
allowed into the schools to do outreach. I ’ve been connecting with Murray
Anderson and Vive Wong (the new Community Schools Team Coordinator) to
check-in with youth and to make sure they’re aware of the programs and
opportunities currently running. 
 
To the staff and volunteers working at Thunderbird during these difficult times, you
work tirelessly to make a difference. Thank you to
all of you on a job well done.     
 
Submitted by Marlon Flores, Priya Brar, Alysha Manhas

COMMUNITY RECREATION PROGRAMMER
+ COMMUNITY YOUTH WORKER  REPORT
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Our front office staff have been helpful in continuing to provide excellent customer
service. The front office is first contact when patrons come into our centre.
 
Staff have shown continuous dedication to customer service and are willing to get
to know patrons and meet their needs on a daily basis. As time passes, some of
our team members have pursued other careers, started families or returned to
school. We have many new faces who have joined us at Thunderbird.
 
We would like to thank front desk staff and program assistant staff for their hard
work, flexibility and willingness to learn, as we continue to work together and
support each other.
 
Rentals have been consistent throughout the 2018-2019 year. We had regular
groups renting during the year from Thursdays through Sundays.
 
Registration day is amongst the busiest times at the front desk. We have multiple
front office staff on site during this time to ensure that registration is processed
quickly, accurately and efficiently as possible. March was very busy due to the
closure. Front desk staff worked quickly and diligently to provide quick messaging
and refunds to our patrons about what was happening.
   
We have had a Moneris machine for a full year now. We have received positive
feedback from the patrons in regards to this new payment type. Many Preschool
and Out of School Care payments have moved to credit card payments plans.
 
Submitted by,
Janice Kwan

RECREATION FACILITY CLERK REPORT
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September 2019 started out with something for everyone including social lunches,
dancing, out trips, dinners, games, workshops, special events, computer classes,
fitness programs and volunteering for those fifty-five plus. The Chinese speaking
senior’s group met every Friday for Thai Chi, guest speakers, singing and seasonal
celebrations. Vancouver Coastal Health ran a free, three-part healthy living series
designed to support individuals who are at risk for chronic disease. Village
Vancouver introduced us to vertical gardening and taught us
how to make kimchi that participants took home to ferment. COSCO, the senior’s
health and wellness institute discussed the continuum of care for seniors including
requirements and procedures for accessing appropriate housing in BC. Trips were
a highlight for many seniors that otherwise don’t have the opportunity to visit the
many wonderful places we can offer to take them. Movies, museums, bowling,
hatcheries, seasonal and cultural events at other centres, trying a
variety of ethnic foods at nearby restaurants and our big summer trips to
Provincial parks for picnics or taking a ferry to the island were just some of the
activities available.                  

Vancouver community centres closed as of March 16, 2020 due to Covid19 and
remained closed until the middle of September when we re-opened our doors with
strict social distancing and appropriate safety protocols in place.

Senior’s social lunch and Soup’s On were among the first programs to run this
year. Capacity for both programs was reduced from thirty-five to a maximum
capacity of eighteen with a limit of only two people per table, spaced six feet
apart. These meals are largely created from weekly donations we receive from
Van Wholesale which come through the Hastings Sunrise Food Network
distribution. Volunteer youth from YIP are integral to the soup program as they
help prepare the meal, serve and clean up afterward. It was great to see familiar
faces as well as new ones. We will look at bringing back senior’s workshops as
facilitators slowly become available.

SENIORS (55+) PROGRAMS REPORT
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As we adjust to our new normal, I look forward to the future when we can once
again plan out trips and special events that we all enjoy so much. Large events
like our annual community Christmas dinner which serves over four hundred
people will have to wait, perhaps, until next year or maybe even longer. This year
is full of many unknowns but we will move through it together.

I would like to say a special thank all seniors who volunteer their time to prepare
and serve meals, set up rooms for programs, translate materials, attend meetings
and sit as directors on Thunderbird’s Board. Your input as representatives from
this community is appreciated. I look forward to working together as we plan our
year ahead.

Respectfully Submitted,
Lorraine Chow
Senior’s Worker

SENIORS (55+) PROGRAMS REPORT
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We started off September 2019 like any other year as we welcomed new families
with children 0-6 to participate in a variety of Thunderbird programs.  Family
drop-in runs five days a week and is modelled after the family place concept
where parents/caregivers can access valuable resources relative to families with
young children. Our friendly multi-lingual staff place a heavy emphasis on
providing a safe and welcoming environment for everyone. We provide an
opportunity for parents/grandparents to connect with one another and friendships
are formed that go beyond their time in the drop-in. Families feel far less isolated
and more connected to their community. The drop-in continued to run at full
capacity four days a week at Thunderbird and one day a week at the Hut which is
located at Skeena Terrace, one of the largest social housing complexes in B.C. This
is where you will find moms, dads and grandmas in the communal kitchen, busy
creating multicultural meals for the group. 
We enjoyed regular visits from our public community health nurse, our dental
hygienist, the settlement worker, the children’s librarian, books for me and other
community partners. Families enjoyed community events like Thanksgiving dinner,
the halloween carnival, breakfast with Santa and our annual community Christmas
dinner. Sadly, we were not able to have our out summer trips for Families on the
Move. This program is such a hightlight for many families, especially those with
children in kindergarten that have aged out of the family drop-in but can still
participate with us during the summer. We also missed out on Canada day, the
Sunrise carnival and our annual movie in the park. We postponed the annual CAPC
parent conference until further notice when we are once again safe to come
together in large groups.

Vancouver community centres closed as of March 16, 2020 due to Covid19. Staff
had to learn quickly how to program and communicate in a virtual world. This was
definitely a challenge at first for many reasons but all in all it was impressive how
fast we adjusted and moved forward. We continued to support families throughout
the closure by adapting our services to mainly virtual programming three days a
week. Circle time was very successful and our numbers grew to even greater than
our in-person programs  since physical space was no longer an issue.

FAMILY PROGRAMS REPORT
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For some families, we were the only link to community for months while they
sheltered at home. Every Monday, staff would drop off an activity package that
included instructions and supplies for the week. They had fun spending hours
working on crafts together, creating new ways to play and learn and reading new
books that were included in the packages. In August we were able to move
outdoors to Sunrise Park to offer families our first in-person program since the
closure. We created a safe socially distanced program that offered songs, stories,
crafts, and time in the playground. Families were so excited to see their
Thunderbird friends after such a long time away.

Thanks to the ongoing support of community partners during the closure we were
able to stay connected to offer a variety of virtual services for referrals and
resources for health issues, telephone
one-to-one support, virtual parenting workshops and first language support for
newcomers to Canada. Families were assisted with CERB, EI, rental and income
assistance supplement applications.

I would like to express my gratitude to all of the families that participated in our
programs. I look forward to the year ahead as we navigate this new normal
together.

Respectfully Submitted,
Lorraine Chow

FAMILY PROGRAMS REPORT
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At Thunderbird Family Drop-in, we offer a play-based, parent/caregiver-
participation program for children 0-6 years. Developmental opportunities are
created to address physical, social, emotional, cognitive, and language needs of
the child. Parents and caregivers also find a place to belong, make new friends,
and share information.

Throughout the program, activities are designed so that children can build motor
skills, develop abstract thinking through play, and learn to be a friend. A typical
day at Drop-in begins with Free Play when children can explore different centres
including Reading, Building, Art, Playdough, Puzzles and Games, and Pretend Play.
The families are then served a healthy snack or light meal when many children
learn the routine of cleaning up and handwashing before eating at the table. The
program concludes with lively and engaging songs and story-telling at Circle
Time.

This past year, Family Drop-in underwent significant changes as a result of the
pandemic. At the start of the closure, communication with
families focused on extending care through telephone support. As COVID
emergency resources were introduced, information was shared and assistance
with accessing these supports was provided together with a settlement worker
from our community partner, Kiwassa Neighbourhood House. Additionally, resource
links to support play and learning at home, such as the parent-child Stay ‘N’ Play
program from the Mothers Matter Centre, were sent out to families. Soon after,
parents responded with resources they discovered which were then shared with all
families through calls and emails.

By the end of April , a program mom reached out to start a Thunderbird Family
Drop-in Facebook group. She was grateful for the information she had received
and recognized the ease with which Facebook would allow information-sharing
between parents. She also recognized the social opportunity it would afford to
program moms separated by COVID. And week after week, Thunderbird families on
Facebook began to share recipe and ECE ideas along with photos of art projects
and new family meals created at home.

FAMILY DROP-IN REPORT
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FAMILY DROP-IN REPORT

By May, our program was reworked to meet early childhood learning needs remotely
using an online Circle Time format. Program content included early literacy and
numeracy, physical literacy, and social and emotional learning through interactive
songs, activities, and story-telling. Using common household items and the materials
delivered to them in weekly craft packs, parents and children joining us online could
participate in the same way across all families. Adaptations were also made so that
props typically used at Drop-in could be simulated at home; for example, instead of a
parachute, a blanket was waved up and down in The Elevator Song, a program
favourite. A new I Spy game involved the entire family as we watched children
together with parents hurry around the home looking for items of a particular colour. A
new Mystery Box game became another favourite. Every week, parents received an
email containing the new mystery object. They would then hide the object (e.g.
banana) in a box or bag, and at Circle Time, families played the game together as
children guessed the identity of the mystery item using their hand only, learning new
sensory and descriptive language along the way. The level of engagement was
surprising! Even parents unable to participate online expressed gratitude for new
learning ideas to try at home. One parent wrote, “I played this with M and T. It ’s so
much fun and laughter. Thanks for sharing all these good ideas!” Some families even
recognized a social opportunity in joining the meeting early to connect with one
another. Another parent wrote, “The meeting is very good and my boys love it. It gives
them a routine and something to look forward to. And they always login a bit earlier so
they can socialize with the other families beforehand.”
  
From meeting in-person at the start of the year to gathering virtually online, to
meeting physically distanced outdoors and now indoors, all the while continuing online
Circle Time meetings, Family Drop-in is well-positioned to adapt accordingly in the
face of a changing global pandemic. And so with hope, I eagerly anticipate another
year in the work of supporting family and child development in the Thunderbird
community. 
Sincerely yours,
Clara Kim
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FALL (September – December 2019)
September 2019 began with a record number of 47 students (26 new children/35
children starting Kindergarten in 2020).  Our new staff
team worked amazingly well together, with Kana Kudo joining our eam.  She came
with loads of experience and ambition, eager to get started in the program. 
 Unfortunately, all of our subs found jobs or moved away, so we continued to
struggle finding qualified, licensed ECE teachers to cover when staff was sick or
had vacation.  We had 7 children in the morning with extra support needs and a
child in the afternoon with severe physical challenges, who came with extra
funding to pay Kim to work with him as his 1:1 support teacher.  Our playground
construction had been delayed, yet again, so we did not have an outdoor play
space.  Luckily, licensing had approved our use of the school playgrounds
temporarily.  We had hoped it would be completed before the winter started.
 
WINTER (January – March 2020)
January started in full swing, unfortunately there was a hiccup with the playground
construction and we had to delay the build AGAIN.  An unknown water main was
hit, so the plans had to be redrawn to adapt for the pipe under the sandbox area.  
We also had to deal with a few outrageous instances that kept me on my toes. 
 First, we hired a sub (a volunteer at the school, recommended by Ms. Ting) who
ended up leaving in the middle of her shift, leaving the staff frantically searching
around the building for her.  Then another sub was hired, who ended up having
some serious issues with teamwork and respect for authority, so she was let go.  In
February, we had a huge dump
of snow, and for the first time in a long time, the VSB announced a Snow Day on
February 12th.  Finally, in March, during Spring Break, the pandemic hit and we had
to make the devastating decision to close the preschool.  
 

PRESCHOOL REPORT
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SPRING (April – June 2020)
Unfortunately, springtime did not show any signs of the pandemic ending, so our
part-time staff were laid off and Kana and I had to creatively plan how to run the
preschool remotely.  From April to June, Kana and I each ran 30-45 minute virtual
classrooms on Facebook LIVE.  They were a huge success with several people
joining our page and following along.  We did songs, crafts, stories and more.  In
April , we started to see some progress in the playground development, and I
dropped by the centre weekly to take photos of the progression.  By May, the
concrete forms were made and in June, the concrete walls and ground were
poured.  
 
SUMMER (July – August 2020)
Since the online preschool was such a hit, Kana and I decided to start Zoom
classrooms one day a week for 3 separate groups of children every week.  It was
super successful and the families totally appreciated that we continued in the
summer.  In August, we started back at the preschool, developing Covid Safety
Plans and organizing our program for this “new normal.”  Also, just in the nick of
time, our new, amazing, outdoor play space was almost complete.  Just a few
finishing touches before opening day.  We were so happy that it was done and we
were able to open after Labour Day with our incredible playground

FALL 2020 (September – present)
September brought much fear, uncertainty and excitement for the preschool to
reopen.  It took several weeks for the staff team to settle into the new routine. 
 Some families chose not to return YET, but many new families started and were
excited to get back to some normalcy.  Things are going great.  No illnesses, no
isolation room, just lots of fun!  Looking forward to an end sometime soon.  Oh,
and the children LOVE the new playground.  Thanks so much to everyone who took
a part in making this happen.  We couldn’t be happier.

Respectfully submitted by,

Andrea Clark Geraghty
Preschool Supervisor
 

PRESCHOOL REPORT
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Thunderbird Out of School Care is located in the portable just behind Thunderbird
Community Centre. Our program has provided school age childcare for over 28
years.  This program is also inclusive to supporting children with extra support
needs. We provide before and after school care as well as full day care during
seasonal breaks & school professional development days.  Parents can feel at
ease knowing their children will be nurtured in our licensed program.
 
We aim to provide children with a safe place to learn, flourish, be challenged and
have old fashioned fun with peers.   We provide breakfast, lunch and snack, daily
activities & fieldtrips. We also chaperone children to and from after school
programs offered at Thunderbird Community Centre. We try our best to
accommodate our busy families.  
 
Our staff team has worked and grown together for over 20 years. We
consider ourselves a family that is dedicated to our community.                        

Our team includes:
Kristine Wong              OSC Supervisor
Lynn Wong                  Supported Childcare Assistant Supervisor
Margo Leung               Program Assistant
Carmen Di Tomaso      Program Assistant
Kim Nguyen                 Program Substitute Assistant
 
This past year has been like no other we’ve ever experienced.  We
started off the year with our hands full.  Most of the children registered were from
kindergarten to grade 2.  They really kept us on our toes.

OUT OF SCHOOL CARE REPORT
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However, in late March our program came to a halt due to the Covid pandemic. 
 During our closure we continued to provide services to our families by connecting
thru daily activity videos demonstrated by our staff, emailing weekly updates and
related resources, delivering care
packages & helping parents renew their Affordable Child Care Benefits.  In July,
staff returned to work onsite to prepare for our reopening in August. Keeping with
Vancouver Coastal Health & City of Vancouver guidelines there was much
preparation with the new and
frequently updated safety protocols.  With Covid numbers on the rise in August
and parents still weary or working from home, 13 children returned for the
remainder of the summer.  Our opening went successfully and we were able to
maintain a safe environment for our participants and staff. 
 
As we continue providing care during this unprecedented pandemic, our centre
will resume taking the necessary precautions to keep our families safe and
informed while delivering quality care for their children.  For additional information
regarding our program, please contact myself at tbirdosc@gmail.com.  
 
 
Respectfully Submitted,
Kristine Wong

OUT OF SCHOOL CARE REPORT


